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Abstract
We develop bisimulation trees as a means to prove decidability of weak bisimula
tion for restricted classes of BPP and BPA
Weak bisimulation and branching bisimulation are decidable for totally
normed BPP and for totally normed BPA see the denitions below These
are the technical results that we present in this paper To this end we shall
develop the notion of a bisimulation tree which is a very useful way of pre
senting the information that concerns a particular notion of bisimulation and
a pair of processes which needs to be checked In particular two processes are
bisimilar i they generate a bisimulation tree that has a successful branch In
order to prove that bisimulation is decidable for a class of processes we shall
use the additional knowledge we have and develop concerning the class to
replace the bisimulation tree by a modied tree which still has successful and
unsuccessful branches but which is nite Thus in the commutative case of
BPP if the bisimulation is a congruence and if the tree is nitely branch
ing then we may replace large pairs of processes in the tree by smaller pairs
The resulting modied tree is nite by Dixons lemma 	
 In this way it was
proven in 	 that strong bisimulation is decidable for general BPP and the
method is extended here to show that weak bisimulation and branching bisim
ulation are decidable for totally normed BPP In the noncommutative case of
totally normed BPA the tree is modied by decomposing large pairs in the
tree If the bisimulation under discussion supports unique decomposition in
the class then the new nite tree encodes the same information as the old one
We show that branching bisimulation has unique decomposition for totally
normal BPP so that it is decidable This decidability result was proved by
H Huttel in 	 For weak bisimulation in totally normed BPA there is no
unique decomposition and we had to develop a more elaborate decomposi
tion theory for a more general notion of conditional bisimulations With this
method we may again modify the bisimulation tree into a nite tree and prove
that weak bisimulation is decidable for totally normed BPA The new method
c
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seems very promising for future use but it turned out to be unnecessary for
the particular result Colin Stirling recently proved that strong bisimulation
is decidable for normed Pushdown Automata and that the decidability for
weak bisimulation in totally normed BPA can be reduced to decidability of
PDA 	
 Bisimulation Trees
Typically in process theory there is a collection of processes a set of ac
tions and there area derivations of the form P
a
P

by which the process P
performs the action a and evolves into P

 Each process P generates a labeled
transition system LTS with P labeling the root processes derivable from P
labeling the nodes and the action leading from P to P

labeling the arc that
leads from P to P

 If two processes give rise to labeled transition systems
that are isomorphic up to dierent names at the nodes then the processes are
considered identical Usually coarser equivalences are investigated We will
investigate three of the major equivalences Bisimulation which we shall call
strong bisimulation Branching Bisimulation and Weak Bisimulation We
shall use an unorthodox unied denition that uses the notion of an expansion
and suits the framework of bisimulation trees well We rst recall the notation

ba
 for 



   


k
a



    
s
 
Denitions
i Let V and W be sets of pairs of processes W is an expansion of V
respectively branching expansion and weak expansion if for every pair
  in V and for every transition 
a
 

or 
a
 

there is a
matching derivation in W  Specically if    V and 
a
 

then
the matching derivation is
a 
a
 

with 

 

  W  for strong expansion
b 
ba
 

with 

 

  W  for weak bisimulation
c 

 


   

 
k
a
 

with 

 

  W and  
i
  W 
i       k for branching bisimulation
ii A binary relation R is a Bisimulation respectively weak bisimulation
branching bisimulation if R is an expansion of itself
iii       or  
B
 if R for some relation R that is a bisimulation
weak bisimulation or branching bisimulation respectively
Henceforth we shall denote by  a bisimulation equivalence over some class
which is one of the three kinds dened We shall say that  and  are bisimilar
to mean that    and if we want to emphasize that    we may say that
they are strongly bisimilar
Given a bisimulation  and a set A of pairs it may be that A has no
expansion at all because some pair   in A has a move say 
a
 

which
cannot be matched by  If on the other hand A

has an expansion A

and if
we continue the sequence with A
n
an expansion of A
n
then the set A
n
is a
bisimulation and in particular all the pairs in A

are bisimilar The converse

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is trivially true  if all the pairs in A

are bisimilar we obtain a sequence
of expansions by choosing A
n
to be the relation  for all n Therefore the
existence of such a sequence is a necessary and sucient condition for a set A

to be a set of bisimilar pairs Our eorts will aim at searching systematically
through all the possible minimal expansions
Denition A set B of pairs is a minimal expansion of a set A of pairs if B
is an expansion of A and no proper subset of B is an expansion of A
Finiteness assumptions
From now on we shall assume that every process under discussion has only
nitely many direct derivatives but there may still be innitely many deriva
tions of the form P
ba
 where the action a is buered by dierent numbers
of  moves
Lemma  If A is a nite set of pairs then
i Every minimal expansion of A is nite
ii Every expansion of A contains a minimal expansion but for  and 
B
a nite set may have innitely many minimal expansions
The lemma follows trivially from the niteness assumption and the de
nition of an expansion We may now put together all the possible minimal
expansion sequences for a given set A of pairs which will often be just a
singleton set f g for a pair which needs to be checked
Denition a full bisimulation tree
a The full bisimulation tree for a nite set A of pairs has the set A at
its root and has as its sons all possible minimal expansions More
generally the sons of a node which is labelled by a set B are all the
minimal expansions of B
b A leaf is a successful leaf if it has an empty set as a label typically
because the father had only the pair   for which the empty set is
an expansion Else it is a failed leaf ie a proper set of pairs with
no expansion
c A branch is a successful branch if it is innite or if it terminates in a
successful leaf
The following lemma summarizes the properties of the bisimulation tree
Lemma  Let  be a bisimulation and A a set of pairs Then every pair
in A is a bisimilar pair i the full bisimulation tree generated by A has a
successful branch
Proof It there is a successful branch then the union of the sets along this
branch form a bisimulation On the other hand every non empty set of bisim
ilar pairs has at least one minimal expansion which is again a set of bisimilar
pairs It is therefore easy to construct a full branch which is innite unless it

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terminates with the empty set
The single most useful observation concerning bisimulation is that the
bisimulation constructed in the lemma is a union of sets and hence any pair
that occurs more than once in the branch can be ignored from the second
occurrence on the union is the same with or without it This yields an
important modication of the denition of full bisimulation tree
Denition Bisimulation tree The bisimulation tree for A has A at its root
and if it has B at a node then sons are minimal expansions of B modied as
follows every pair in an expansion which already occurred along the branch
leading from A to B is omitted
We will also omit every pair  as being evidently bisimilar this means
that a successful leaf is labeled by  Lemma  holds just as well for these
bisimulation trees Thus if we start with a pair f g and if there is a
measure by which all the possible derivatives direct and indirect of  and 
are small in size and up to this size there are only nitely many pairs then
the bisimulation tree is necessarily nite and it is easy to decide if   
We will not be that fortunate very often but we may try and produce our own
luck by modifying the bisimulation tree in dierent ways depending on the
properties of the classes and bisimulations under discussion
 Weak Bisimulations for Simple Processes
We shall dene the classes of processes to which we intend to apply the frame
work developed in Section  Roughly speaking these are classes which are
nitely generated by one operation of composition without communication
ie Basic Parallel Processes BPP and Basic Process Algebras BPA
Let   fX

    X
k
g be a set of atomic processes Let Act  fa

     a
s
g
be a set of actions including possibly a silent move denoted by   Let 

be the usual set of strings over  and let
e
 be the set of multisets over  Thus
elements of
e
 may be denoted by   X
n


  X
n
k
k
where n
i
denotes the num
ber of copies of X
i
in  Both 

and
e
 support a binary operation of compo
sition In 

this is simply the operation of concatenation which we shall call
sequential composition In
e
 this is the operation of multiset union which we
call parallel composition X
n


  X
n
k
k
X
m


  X
m
k
k
  X
n

m


  X
n
k
m
k
k

We denote by  the empty string in 

as well as the empty multiset in
e

A Basic Process Algebra BPA 	 is a pair  

 	 where  is a nite
set of derivation rules of the form
X
a
  X   a  Act   


A Basic Parallel Process Algebra BPP 	 is a
pair 
e
 	 with  as above  
e
 
The elements of a BPA or BPP are called processes The basic derivation rules
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extend to the algebra by the extension rule

a
 


a
 

note that by the commutativity of
e
 this extension rule has a dierent mean
ing in the two cases Every process describes a labeled transition and we want
to determine if and under what additional assumption the dierent bisimu
lation equivalences are decidable on a given BPP or BPA We shall make the
trivial assumption that if   Act then X

 X for every X We shall also
make the assumption that there are no inactive atoms ie for every X  
there is at least one action a such that X
ba
  This assumption is not so
innocent and it is needed for the following
Lemma  All three bisimulations are congruences on every BPP algebra
and every BPA ie if    then 
  

Note that if we allow an inactive atom X then X   while X is usually not
bisimilar to  in a BPA I thank F Moller and C Stirling for drawing my
attention to the importance of this assumption
Actually we will need a little more than Lemma 
Lemma  Caucal 	 Let  be one of the three bisimulations and let B be
a set of pairs in a BPA or in a BPP algebra Let B be the smallest congruence
containing B If B is an expansion of B then B is a bisimulation
Strong bisimulation is decidable for general BPA 	 and for general BPP
	 We conjecture that weak bisimulation and branching bisimulation are
also decidable for general BPA and BPP but we do not know how to prove
it In the terminology of Section  a major diculty is that the bisimulation
trees involved are not nitely branching since a move 
a
 

can usually
be matched by innitely many answers 
ba
 

 We shall therefore restrict
the discussion to a special case where bisimulation trees are nitely branching
which is still far from saying that bisimulation is decidable
Denitions Huttel 	
i The weak norm kk of a process  is the length of the shortest derivation
sequence from  to  not counting  moves
ii An algebra BPP or BPA is totally normed if for every atom X in   
kXk 	 note that both inequalities are important in the denition
This new notion of norm has properties similar to the usual norm
Lemma 	
a kk  kk kk
b A  move does not decrease the weak norm
c If   kk 	 then there is a norm decreasing move 


a


with
k

k  kk  
d If    then kk  kk

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e It is easy to determine the weak norm of a process
If the algebra is totally normed we have some more information available
Lemma 
 In a totally normed algebra there are only nitely many processes
having a xed norm n

 and they are easy to list Also given n

it is easy to
list all the derivations of the form 


a



with k

k  n

and there are
nitely many of them
Corollary Let  and  be given If they do not have the same norm they
are not bisimilar If on the other hand kk  kk then we may trim the
bisimulation tree leaving only pairs of identical weak norm This will yield a
nitely branching tree note however that to prove this we need both parts of
the denition of being totally normed   kXk and kXk 	
 Totally normed BPP
The proof that branching bisimulation and weak bisimulation are decidable
for totally normed BPP rests on the nite branching of the bisimulation trees
recall that we ignore matching steps that are not weak norm preserving and
on some order theoretic niteness principles
Denitions
i The pair 
  dominates the pair  
ii The pair   improves the pair 

 

 if there is some i

such that for
i  i

the total number of occurrences of X
i
is equal in both pairs while
the number of occurrences of X
i
is smaller in   than in 

 


Lemma 
a Dixon 	
 Every sequence of pairs in which no pair dominates a
previous one is nite
b Every sequence of pairs in which every pair improves the previous
one is nite
Both statements once stated are easy to prove The maximal length of
such sequences in dierent contexts is closely connected to the complexity
of the decision problem and is therefore very interesting to investigate The
upper bound that we get for deciding weak and branching bisimulation for
totally normed BPP is an Ackerman function adding a generator X increases
the level in the primitive recursive hierarchy This is not very satisfying and
is not included in this paper it follows McAloons work 	
The following lemma is the most trivial observation in this work but it is
the key to the algorithm
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Lemma 
a Let  be any congruence such that if    For every 
 

   i 
   i 
  
b One of the pairs 
  or 
  is an improvement of 
 
Theorem  Weak bisimulation and branching bisimulation are decidable for
totally normed BPP
Proof Given a pair   to be checked we start to construct the bisim
ulation tree taking into account only weak norm preserving matches This
assures nite branching If along the way we encounter a pair say 
 
that dominates a pair   that occured along the branch we replace it by its
improvement of Lemma b If it still dominates a previous pair we repeat
the exchange By b this exchanging must stop ending with a pair that
does not dominate any previous pair But then by a the tree is nite We
still call a branch successful if it terminates with a leaf that has the empty
set as label and unsuccessful if the leaf has an unexpandable non empty
set We claim that    i there is a successful branch Indeed a successful
branch B has the property that B is an expansion of B so that by Lemma 
B is a bisimulation containing   If on the other hand    then every
node that has only bisimilar pairs has at least one son with the same property
here we use also the fact that  is a congruence and the branch along these
bisimilar sons cannot terminate unsuccessfully
 Branching bisimulation for totally normed BPA
Hans Huttel proved that branching bisimulation is decidable for totally normed
BPA 	 His proof is modied here to t into the bisimulation tree frame
work and to obtain explicitly the important unique decomposition theorem
Theorem 
Lemma  cancellation In a totally normed BPA if k
k  kk and if 
 
B
 then 
 
B
 and  
B

Proof By Lemma d k
k  kk and hence also kk  kk We also
observe that if 


  then k

k 	 kk by Lemma a since k

k 	 
Assume that 
 
B
 and let 

  be a sequence of norm reducing steps
ending with a visible action Then 


 
 and  answer with 



such that  
B

 

has the same visible moves as  and 

also ends with
a visible action Since kk  kk it is easy to see that  is not annihilated
before 

is completed and since kk  k
k  kk  is not of the form 


so that    Thus k
k  kk
To show that also  
B
 we show that we may add the following relation
 to 
B
and still retain a branching bisimulation
   i 
 
B
 for some pair with k
k  kk 
Indeed if    it is easy to see that either both are  or neither is Now if
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
a
 

then 

a
 


 and  answers with a move 

a Since the  moves
will not consume all of  we conclude that all the action is done by  so that



a


and 

 
B



 and hence 

 

 This concludes the proof
Note that if we try to prove this lemma for weak bisimulation a slightly
more elaborate argument will still prove that 
   But    may be false
as can be seen from the following example of 	
The derivation rules are
A
a
  A
a
 A Y
a
 
A
a
  Y

 AY
then AY  AY but A 
 A
Theorem  Unique decomposition In a BPA if X

X

  X
n

B
Y

   Y
m
where none of the atoms is bisimilar to a nontrivial product then n  m and
X
i

B
Y
i
for i      n
Proof If n   thenm   since X

is indecomposable and there is nothing
to prove We may therefore assume that n 	  and m 	  Let X



a
 X


be a norm reducing step so that X

  X
n


a
 X


X

  X
n
 This sequence
is matched by a norm reducing sequence in which necessarily Y



a
 Y


Y

does not disappear during the  moves and X


X

  X
n

B
Y


  Y
m
 By
the minimality assumption the new equation obeys unique decomposition and
in particular X
n

B
Y
m
 From this and the original equation we obtain by the
cancellation lemma that X

  X
n

B
Y

   Y
m
 Since the norm is again
smaller we conclude that n   m  and X
i

B
Y
i

Using Theorem  we can modify the bisimulation tree and ensure its nite
ness
Theorem  Branching bisimulation is decidable for totally normed BPA
Proof By Theorem  if   Z

  Z
r
is bisimilar to   Y

  Y

then there
is a product X

  X
n
of indecomposable atoms such that Z


B
X

  X
i

Y


B
X

  X
j
 and in general each Z and Y is bisimilar to a segment of
X

  X
n
 This suggests the following decision procedure Given a pair  
put it at the root of the tree Next put as sons all possible combinations of pairs
Z
j
X

  X
n
j
 and Y
i
X

  X
n
i
 j      r i      s which obey the
norm equality condition this ensures niteness and such that substituting
the Zs in  and the Y s in  will yield the same product X

  X
n
 Next
we do expansion on each of these sons and then again guess and substitute
step We still omit every pair that occured before If d is the maximal norm of
an atom and if f is the maximal norm of an immediate derivative of an atom
then all the pairs accept for the original one have norm of at most maxfd fg
This assures that every branch is nite If this modied bisimulation tree has
a successful branch B then its congruent closure B is a bisimulation by Lemma
 If on the other hand  
B
 then every node which is a subset of 
B
has

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an expansion in 
B
and by Theorem  every node in 
B
has a decomposition
in 
B
as described above Therefore  
B
 i there is a successful branch
Note that the method described in Theorem  is probably not the most
ecient one At worst the tree will evolve for quite some time before it
terminates Doing the substitution step more systematically in the spirit of
	 may conclude the checking at depth three We conjecture that modifying
the method of 	 it may be possible to obtain a polynomial time decision
procedure
 Weak bisimulation for totally normed BPA
Weak bisimulation is decidable for totally normed BPA There is no sim
ple generalization of Theorem  or Theorem  that proves it but this is a
consequence of a more elaborate theorem proved by C Stirling 	 strong
bisimulation is decidable for normal pushdown automata We will outline an
approach that proves decidability again using a modied bisimulation tree
since this method seems to be more informative and may prove to be useful
in the future
Our method may be exemplied as follows assume that a pair   of
processes of large size needs to be checked and we want to replace it by smaller
pairs as in Theorem   is a product of atoms and can be written as   



where each of the two has a norm about half the norm of  Specically if
d is the maximum of the norm of atoms then k

k and k

k will dier by at
most d Similarly   



with k

k and k

k not diering by more than
d The main idea is that 

and 

must be bisimilar as long as both exist
and as soon as one say 

 is completed the next one 

must be bisimilar
to the residual 




 Since k

k  k

k  d there are only nitely many
terminations  


 of the rst parts 

 

 and we may systematically list
all possible subsets each as a possible collection of all the pairs  


 such
that 

 




 occurs when establishing bisimulation For each such set A
of residuals we replace the question of whether 



 



by the questions
i Is 

equivalent to 

as long as they do not evolve into a pair of A we
call this relation conditional bisimulation or bisimulation up to termination
conditions and
ii is 


B





for every pair  


 in A
Before this idea can work we must carefully examine the following ques
tions
a Is  


 the only way in which the matching between 



and 



gets out of the pair 

and 

 
b Is there a dierence in treating the cases where k

k 	 k

k or
k

k 	 k

k and where k

k  k

k 
c Can conditional bisimulation be treated similarly to bisimulation 
In particular when expansions of conditional questions become too
long can they also be decomposed into a smaller conditional pair and
possible residuals 
d If a b and c are satisfactorily answered and we may construct
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a conditional bisimulation tree then how does a branch produce a
bisimulation 
The answer to a is that 

 

 may terminate in two ways assuming
k

k  k

k If 

initiated the last move to be matched the result is
indeed  


 If 

initiated the last move at a stage where the residuals
were 


 


 we may have 


a
 


so that 




a
 




while the answer
is 




a
 





 It follows that we need to add to the termination
conditions also pairs of the form 


 


 where k


k   Treating b is just
a technicality c needs a generalized decomposition theorem Lemma  and
d forces us to change our approach from Cancals the bisimulation generated
by a set to Stirlings approach that uses Milners approximate bisimulations
	
With this background we will be brief with the outline of the formal treat
ment
Denition Let d  maxfkXk j X  g and let   h  d A left
termination set with dierence h is a set A of pairs of the form   where
kk   and kk  kk  h A right termination set has kk   and
kk    h
To dene weak bisimulation up to a termination set we return to Milners
notion of approximate bisimulation
Denition Let A be a termination set with dierence h
a  

 up to A if kk  kk  h
b  
n
 up to A if    A or if kkkk  h and the following
matching condition and its dual hold if 
a
 

then 
ba
 

such
that 


n
A
c    up to A if  
n
 up to A for all n  N 
The notion of bisimulation up to a termination set is a generalization of
bisimulation and it supports a decomposition This is shown in the following
lemmas
Lemma 
   i    upto f g 
Lemma 
a Let A and B be termination sets If    up to A and if 





up to B for every 
   A then 

 

up to B
b Conversely if 

 

up to B and if j kk  kk j  d then
there is a termination set A such that the condition in a is satised
Since there are only nitely many possible termination sets A for a given
h  kk  kk the original question has a positive answer i one of nitely
many sets of questions has a positive answer These sets involve norm smaller
pairs and the procedure can be repeated yielding more and larger sets of
problems which involve even smaller pairs We will formalize this with a

Hirshfeld
denition and another lemma
Denition A bisimulation problem is the problem to decide for some nite
set of bisimulations up to termination conditions if all of the bisimulations
hold
Lemma 

 To every bisimulation problem we can adjoin a nite collection
of bisimulation problems which involve only pairs of norm  d and such that
the original problem has a positive answer i one of the alternative problems
has a positive answer
This leads us to
Theorem  Weak bisimulation is decidable for totally normed BPA
Proof outline Starting with f   up to  g at the root we add as
sons all possible bisimulation problems from Lemma 

 Next comes all the
possible expansions and again a size shrinking step by Lemma 

 As usual
we omit an equation    up to A if it already occured or if    A
Since everything is nite avoiding repeats the tree is nite then    i
there is a successful branch Indeed if    it is easy to follow a branch inside
 in view of Lemma  If B is a successful branch then all the equations
   up to A along the branch hold for every n we prove by induction
that along the branch  
n
 up to A
Conclusion
We already stated the conjecture that eventually it will be shown that weak
and branching bisimulation is decidable The work that was needed to prove
the result for the very restricted case of totally normed BPA either here or in
	 is discouraging Nevertheless we believe that our decomposition method
will eventually be simplied and used to improve decidability results for larger
classes dened using sequential composition
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